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10k years of food supply disruption

• Settled agric (8500 BCE ff)

• Iron age (5000–6000 BCE)

• Feudal & peasant agriculture 
(varies by region & empire)

• Industrial Revolution (C 18th) 

• Chemical Rev’n (C 19th)

• Mendelian genetics (1860s, applied C 
20th)

• Oil era (C 19th - 20th)

• Green Revolution (1960s ff)

• Nutrition transition / ultra-
processing (C 20th)

• Modern livestock revolution (1980s ff)

Emerging (C 21st)

• Ecological
• Biotechnology
• Big Data control 
• Robotics / automation2



The food system is already in trouble

• Ecosystems are stressed: 
• CO2e, H20, Biodiversity, soil – i.e not just climate but their connections

• Food economy not paying full costs 
• We need more money to primary industries

• ‘ultra-processing’ food economy distorts health
• Too much food, too much ‘ultra-processed’  obesity + hunger

• Fantasy food culture
• Eating ad libitum (eat what, when, whence, and how we like)

• Messages dominated by adspend – little public education /advice on sustainable diets

• Societal scale food divisions
• Inequalities between and within countries

• Life expectancy  rise of Food Banks in EU
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FAO State of Food Insecurity 2020: progress 
halts
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The nutrition transition
Source: Baker 2016 in GLOPAN 2016 p51
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Linking human & ecosystem health: EAT-Lancet Commission 2019



Source: Ripple et al  (2014) Nature Climate 
Change, amended by FCRN

Food’s greenhouse gas effect
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Productionism = more, more, more
(No longer the answer to food)
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Source: Lang & Heasman (2015) Food Wars. Abingdon: Routledge



Land use is distorted: example UK Horticulture is 
tiny!
source: Defra (2019) Agriculture in UK Table 2.1

• Total agricultural area     18,703,000 ha
• Croppable area    6,084,000 ha

• Arable     4,502,000 ha
• Cereals       3,106,000 ha

• Oilseeds             609,000 ha

• Potatoes             140,000 ha

• Other crops       647,000 ha

• Horticulture    165,000 ha

• Uncropped    265,000 ha

• Grassland         11,224,000 ha
• Rough grazing    1,195,000 ha

• Woodland   1,016,000 ha
• Pigs         10,000 ha
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What do we do? (old themes return)

• Appeal to reasoned consumers?
• Choice-edit?
• Reframe policy?
• Leave it to markets?
• Technical fixes?
• Wait for crisis? (we’re in one!)
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In crisis, tougher interventions needed

• Move up the Nuffield Ladder (see right)
• Move from soft to hard interventions
• Set goals for dietary transition
• Sustainable Diet Guidelines to reframe production
• Public engagement:

• Citizens juries & conventions, public events

• CHANGE LAW AND STANDARDS TO FIT REALITY
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Ecological Public Health (One Health) approach 
requires other changes
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• Society
• Economy
• Politics
• Culture
• Values 



 

Sustainable 
diets from 

Sustainable 
food systems

QUALITY
Taste; Seasonality; 
Cosmetic appeal; Fresh 
(where appropriate); 
Authenticity

SOCIAL 
VALUES

Pleasure; Identity ; Animal 
welfare; Equality & justice; 
Trust; Choice; Skills 
(citizenship)

ENVIRONMENT
Climate change; Energy use; 
Water; Land use; Soil; 
Biodiversity; Waste reduction

HEALTH
Safety; Nutrition; Equal 
access; Availability; Social 
status/ affordability; 
information & education

ECONOMY
Food security & resilience; 
Affordability (price); 
Efficiency; True 
competition & fair returns; 
Jobs & decent working 
conditions; Fully 
internalised costs

GOVERNANCE
Science & technology 
evidence base; 
Transparency;  Democratic 
accountability; Ethical values 
(fairness); International aid 
& development
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Source: Mason P & T Lang (2017) 
Sustainable Diets
Routledge

A multi-
criteria 
approach to
food policy



What’s stopping a Great Food 
Transformation?
• History – intensification, cheapness = good
• Economic squeeze on primary production
• No overall framework – now emerging in Farm-to-Fork
• Food not taken seriously in politics till crisis (BSE, FMD)
• Disunited opposition to status quo
• No country on its own can do it
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Thanks!  t.lang@city.ac.uk 
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